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We obtain interior estimates for a class of semilinear eaction-diffusion systems 
from L.’ a priori estimates. Our results are applied to a predator-prey model in 
which the species switch the role of predator and prey on given subsets of their 
domain of interaction, and a one dimensional flame propagation model. Extensions 
of earlier results in Morgan [ 14, 151 follow from the analysis. 0 1992 Acadcmlc 
Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In the past ten years, a large body of literature has been generated from 
a global existence problem posed by Professor R. H. Martin. The problem 
was to determine whether solutions ul, v2 of 
v,, = d, Au, - vlv;, t>o,xE8 
v1,=d2 Av,+vlv;, t>O,xEQ, 
(1.1) 
subject to various boundary conditions and nonnegative initial data, exist 
globally (i.e., for all t > 0). For d,, d2 >O and homogeneous boundary 
conditions, Alikados [ 1 ] proved that solutions of (1.1) exist globally 
provided that 1~ y < (n +2)/n (here Sz G IV’ is a bounded domain with 
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smooth boundary). Later, Masuda [13] proved global existence and 
uniform boundedness on (0, co) x 52 if d,, d2 > 0 and y > 1. Since that time, 
global existence results have been given for an entire class of systems which 
include (1.1) (cf. Hollis, Martin, and Pierre [9], Morgan [14], Haraux 
and Youkana [8], Kanel’ [lo], and the references therein). However, 
unless y is small, there are no results in the literature which can be applied 
to the following modification of ( 1.1). Consider 
ul, = d, Au, + a, VI + b, u2 - c(x) u, u;, t>o,xEQ 
v2,=dz Au2+a201+b202+c(x)u,u;, t>o,xEa 
(1.2) 
subject to 
u1= u2 = 0, t>o, XEa-2 
01, u,ao, t=o, XEi-2, 
(1.3) 
where d,,d,>O; b,,q>O; a,,b,ER, and CEC(~, C-1,1]). Such a 
model could arise if two species were interacting on a given domain and 
switched the roles of predator and prey depending on their locations within 
the domain. We note that a priori bounds can be obtained for ul, 02. 
Clearly, if we sum the equation in (1.2) and integrate over Q, then we can 
obtain bounds in L’(Q). 
It is also possible to modify results in [ 143 to obtain L2((0, T) x 8) 
estimates for u, and u2. Still, unless d, = d2, 1 + y < (n + 2)/n, or c is of one 
algebraic sign, global existence does not follow. 
In this note we are motivated by (1.2) and (1.3) to obtain interior 
estimates for m component functions which satisfy a fairly general system 
of parabolic inequalities. Since the proofs in the general setting are quite 
technical and admittedly unattractive, it might be helpful to look at a 
simple setting and outline some proofs. 
For the sake of completeness, we first consider (1.1) subject to the condi- 
tions (1.3). Then we certainly have u,, u2 20, and if cp(t, x) is smooth with 
cp ian z 0, then integration by parts yields 
T 
- SI UIC’P~ + 4 41 dx dt 0 R 
+I R ~,(~,4cp(T,W~-~ u,(Qx)dO,x)dx R 
T 
= ss u,Cv, + 4 &I dx dt- j u2(7’, xl cp(T, x) dx 0 R n 
+I u2(0, x) cp(O, xl dx. (1.4) R 
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Now, given 8 E LY((O, T) x Q) with 1 < q < cc choose 9 so that 
q,+dzAq= -8 on (0, T) x Q 
cp=o on (0, T) x %2 
9(T .)=O on 0. 
Then (1.4) takes the form 
T 
- IS u,[q,+d, A9] dxdt- I ~(0, xl 9(0, x) dx 0 n R 
T 
=- is v,O dx dt + ~(0, xl 9(0, x) dx. (1.5) 0 R s R 
Furthermore, from maximum principles, u, is uniformly bounded, and by 
parabolic regularity theory we have strong estimates of 9 in terms of 8. 
Thus, (1.5) yields 
Consequently we obtain II I+ )( rpuo, T) x n) < C where p = q/(q - 1). By 
choosing p arbitrarily large and taking advantage of the polynomial nature 
of the reaction terms in ( 1.1 ), we can again employ parabolic regularity to 
obtain a sup-norm bound for u2. 
Now we consider (1.2) subject to (1.3), and for simplicity assume 
a,=b,=a,= bz =O. Suppose c(x) is two-sided. That is, if we define 
52, = {xESZ 1 c(x)>O} and K = {XEQ 1 c(x)<O}, then 52, and Q- are 
both nonempty. We will demonstrate that if S = {x E Sz I c(x) = 0} and 
finite time blow-up occurs for the solution of (1.2), (1.3), then it must occur 
“near” S. For example, if S2 = (0, 1) and c(x) > 0 for x < l/2, c(x) < 0 for 
x > l/2 and 0 < E < l/2, then we can obtain sup-norm bounds for u1 and v2 
(dependent upon E) on sets of the form {x 1 Ix-1/21>~, O<x<l}. We 
outline our proof as follows. 
Again we have v,, v2 2 0. Also, as mentioned earlier, we can obtain an L’ 
estimate for v1 and ul. Then since 
01, < 4 Au, on (0, UxQ+, (1.7) 
the nonnegativity and the L’ estimate on u, imply a sup-norm bound for 
u1 on any subdomain of Q + . Let E > 0 and suppose 0, c 8 + is a smooth 
domain such that dist(Q,, 52 _ ) > E. Furthermore, let 9( t, x) 2 0 be smooth 
with 9 I dd), 2 0. Then integration by parts yields 
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T 
- JJ u,Ccp,+d, 41 dxdt 0 0, 
So, if we let 0 E Lq((O, T) x Q,), 8 2 0 for 1 < q < co and take cp to be the 
solution of 
cp1+d,Ap=-8 on (0, T) x GB 
rp=o on (0, T) x X2, 
dT,.)=O on a,, 
then similar to (1.6) we obtain 
T 
JJ U2edxdt~C1(e11.*((0.T,.,L,. (1.9) 0 a21 
Hence, u2 E LP((0, T) x Sz,,) for all 1 < p < 00, and interior estimates for 
parabolic equations can be used to obtain sup-norm bounds for u2 on 
subdomains of G?,. Similar results can be found on subdomains of LX by 
interchanging the rolls of u1 and u2 above. 
In Section 4 we apply our results to a model for one dimensional flame 
propagation. We also discuss how these results can be used to extend some 
earlier global existence, boundedness, and decay results in [14, 151, to 
unbounded domains. 
We are indebted to the referee for suggestions which improved the 
readability of this paper. 
2. NOTATION AND STATEMENT OF SOME Lp RESULTS 
We assume throughout that 0 < T< co; m, n E N and Sz c R” is a 
domain, If Sz # R” then we assume that the boundary of Q denoted &2, is 
a C2+ O1 manifold such that Q lies locally on one side of 8Q. Define 
R;={XIXER”, xi20 for all l<i<n}. For each i,jc{l,...,n} 
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and k E { 1, . . . . m} let u&EC’,‘(R+ x0, R), c~EC~,‘(IR+ xG, R), and 
fk E C( [0, 7’) x a, OX), and let 
be a uniformly elliptic operator. That is, there exists a >O such that 
C~j=lU~j<i<j>ol 11<112 for all 5ER”. 
We consider the semilinear parabolic system of partial differential 
inequalities 
%.,~J?kuk+fkT O<t<T,x~8, 
uk > 0, O<ttT,x~8, 
k E { 1, . ..) m}. (2.1) 
We say that u = (uk) is a solution of (2.1) if u = (uk) E C’,‘((O, T) x Q, R”,) 
n C( [0, T) x 52, Ry ) and satisfies (2.1). 
Now let 52’ z Q be a bounded domain and suppose u = (uk) is a solution 
of (2.1). We say that (2.1) satisfies a Total Summing Condition with respect 
to u and 52’ if the following three conditions are satisfied. 
(Sl ) There exists a bounded domain a” E 52 with C2+Or boundary 
such that Q” lies locally on one side of 852” with Q’ EQ” and 
dist(Q’, 52\52”) > 0. 
(S2) If XYnaQ=fZI then &?“naQ=@, and if XYnaQ#@ then 
for all k E { 1, . . . . m} there exist b,~C(5!+ x(aQ”naQ), R,) such that 
uk < bk On (0, T) X (a# n aa). 
(S3) For all i,j~ (1, . . . . m} such that i> j there exist QE R + with 
a,,>OandM,,M,~C(R+,R)such thatforallkE(l,...,m) 
J=l 
for all (t, x) E (0, T) x Q”. 
i=l 
Perhaps some remarks are in order at this point. Consider (1.2~(1.3) 
with sZ=(O, 1); v,(O, .), v,(O, .)EC~([O, 11, R,) and CEC’*([O, 11, R). 
Then well known results imply there exists T,,, > 0 and a classical non- 
continuable solution vl, v2 of (1.2~(1.3) on [0, T,,,) x 8. In addition, 
ol, v2 are nonnegative. Now, suppose c(x) > 0 for 0 <x < l/2 and let 
0<~<1/2. Let m=2, T=T,,.,,,, u1=u1,u2=v2, f,=a,v,+b,v,-cv,u$, 
and fi=a2v,+bZv2+~v1u~. If Q’=(O, 1/2--s) then we can easily verify 
that (2.1) satisfies a Total Summing Condition with respect to u and Sz’. 
Similarly, if c(x) <O for l/2 <x < 1 and we set ui = u2, u2 = vi, 
fi=a2v,+b2v2+cv,vY,, and f2=a,v,+b,v2-cu,u;, then again we can 
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easily verify that (2.1) satisfies a Total Summing Condition with respect o 
u and 52’ = (l/2 + E, 1). We will give further remarks in Section 4, including 
the relation of (2.1) and the Total Summing Condition to the separable 
generalized Lyapunov structure and intermediate sum condition in 
[14, 151. 
We are now in a position to state some results. 
PROPOSITION 1. Suppose that 0 < T < co, u is a solution of (2.1), and 
$2’ E Sz is a bounded domain such that (2.1) satisfies a Total Summing Condi- 
tion with respect to u and Q’. If 52” is gioen in (Sl), Ilull l,(O,Tjx R,, < co, and 
1 <PC ~0, then I141,,~0,T~xn~~ ~0. 
We can also give an Lp boundedness and decay result in the case T= 00. 
PROPOSITION 2. Suppose T= co, u is a solution of (2.1), and Q’ E Q is a 
bounded domain such that (2.1) satisfies a Total Summing Condition with 
respect to u and Q’. Let 1 < p < co and Q2” be given in (Sl). If there exists 
K, >O such that for all ke (1, . . . . m}, i,jE (1, . . . . n}, and 1~ (1,2} we have 
llhll co, IW,ll co, Ib;ll cl.z> llc;ll c0.1, Ilull ,,~,,f+l~xRt~ < K, for all t 20, then 
lim su~~-~ II~llp,~r,t+l~xR~ < co. If in addition Ilb,Jt, -)II, dR,,ndR, M,(t), 
Ilull ,~t,t+l~xn~~-+O as t-r ~0 then II~IIp,~l,,+l~xR~+O as t+‘m. 
We give the proofs of Propositions 1 and 2 in Section 3. Section 4 
contains some extensions of these results to systems with Neumann type 
inequalities in condition (S2) and a result which extends these results to 
sup-norm bounds and decay. We also discuss how our analysis can be used 
to extend certain results in [14, 151 to unbounded domains. 
3. PROOFS OF PROPOSITIONS 1 AND 2 
The primary technique employed in this section is an extension of a 
duality argument which was intoduced in Hollis, Martin, and Pierre [9] 
and used extensively in Morgan [14, 151. 
Throughout this section we assume that the hypotheses of Proposition 1 
are satisfied. Define Q, = Sz” from (Sl), and for k E N let Q, E IR be a 
bounded domain with C2+’ boundary such that G?, lies locally on one 
side of 80,. Furthermore, suppose that Q’ E sZk E 52,- 1 E Q with 
dist(Q’, Q\G?,) >O and dist(Q,, Q\sZ,-,) >O. For each kE N let 
g,ECz(R”, [0, 11) such that g,Jnk= 1 and gkln,nk-,zO. 
Let l<p<co, z>O, s>O, kE{l,..., m}, and suppose that 
~EL~((z,T+s)xQ~, W,) is such that I1611p,(r,r+sjxRO= 1. Define 
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We will make considerable use of the following scalar equation. 
+,=Td+e, r<t<r+s,xE120 
4 = 0, r<t<z+s,x~af2, 
4 =o, t=qxEQO. 
(3.1) 
Our first lemma gives well known estimates for the solution of (3.1) which 
are critical in the proof of Propositions 1 and 2. We refer the reader to 
Ladyienskaja et al. [l 1 ] for this result. 
LEMMA 3.1. There exists a unique solution $ E W~‘((z, z + s) x Q,) of 
(3.1). Furthermore, 4 2 0 and there exists C > 0 depending on Q,, s, p, ~1, 
Ib$ c~(Cr,r+slxlSol and Ilc:ll oo,(r,T+S)XR,, and independent of e such that 
II411 < c. W;*((r,r+s)xRo)’ 
In addition, C can be chosen such that the folIowing are true: 
0) ifp>n+2 then II IV& IIm,~r,r+s~xno~C; 
(ii) ifp> @+2)/l then l1411m,~r,r+s~xRO~ C; 
(iii) iflcp<n+landp<q<np/(n+l-p)thenlle5(z+~,.)Ij,~,<C; 
(iv) if 1 < p<n + 2 and p < q < p(n + 2)/(n + 2 - p) then 
II411 w~‘((~,r+s)xoo)’ < c; 
(v) ifp> 1 then II~IIW~l((,,,+.)xaoo)~C. 
The following technical lemma forms the core of the proofs of 
Propositions 1 and 2. 
LEMMA 3.2. Suppose 1 Q a < co, T + s < T (with strict inequality if 
T=oo) and qeN such that ~EL~((~,z+s)xB~_~,IW~+) and u(~,.)E 
L”(Qq-,, 02;). If p~(1, co) is chosen such that ll4(~+s, ~)IIa,~,-,~,no, 
II4II.,(,- l),(r,r+s)xRo’ II IV41 IIo/(o-l),(7,?+S)XR 6 C, where C is given in 
Lemma 3.1, then there exists L > 0, dependent upon II gqll cz(n,,), p, Q,, S, 
Il~~llC1~2~CT,~+Slx~~~~ Ilcfll c (Cr,r+slxD,,)~ and IIWII m,(r,7+s)y such that 
uh E Lp’(p- “((t, z + s) x Sz,) and 
II~hIl,,(,- lL(r,r+s)xQq ~LCIM? ~k,Rr-,+ lI4.,(r,,+.).n,-, 
+ llbll m,(r,r+s)x(JR”nJR)+ ~I”211ao.(~,~+sl]’ 
for all h E { 1, . . . . m}. 
Proof: Let 4 be the unique solution of (3.1) and set &t, x) = 
rj(2T+s-t,x) and B(t,x)=e(2T+s-t,x) for all z<t<t+s and XE&. 
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Then 3 satisfies 
&= -s?kJ-e, T<t<T+S,XEQ, 
i=O, r<t<r+s,xEa9, 
J=O, t=z+s,xEQ,. 
Consequently, for all 1 <h G k, integration by parts yields 
< 5 u,,(T, x) g,(x) k~, xl dx G-1 
Now, (S3) yields 
akhuh gy8 dx dt 
d i akh [first 4 terms RHS (3.2)] 
h=l 
We now apply Holder’s inequality, (S2), Lemma 3.1, and the hypotheses of 
Lemma 3.2 and conclude by duality that the result of Lemma 3.2 holds 
when k= 1. Now suppose there exists ke (1, . . . . m} such that the result is 
true for 1 <h < k < m. Then if we isolate the kth term in the sum on the 
left hand side of (3.3), repeat the above argument, and use our supposition 
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that the result of Lemma 3.2 holds for 1 6 h < k, then duality gives the 
result for h = k as well. Hence, the result holds for all h E { 1, . . . . m>. 1 
We are now in a position to obtain Lp estimates for u. Unless stated 
otherwise, all bounding constants given below depend upon Sz,, T, a$, c:, 
M, , and M, as well as their stated dependencies. We first consider the case 
T< 03. 
LEMMA 3.3. Suppose 0 < T< 00. Let 1~ 6 < (n + 2)/(n + 1). Then there 
exists L, >O dependent upon 6 and IlgIllC+o,,, such that JIu(I~,(~,~),,~, < L,. 
Proof. A hypothesis of Proposition 1 guarantees the result for 6 = 1. 
Suppose 1 < 6 < (n + 2)/(n + 1). Then p = 6/(6 - 1) > n + 2. Thus, if we 
choose z = 0, s = T, a = 1, and q = 1 in Lemma 3.2, then Lemma 3.1 
guarantees the hypotheses of Lemma 3.2. That is, 
Ilull &(O,T)xQ, 6 LCll40~ .)I1 I,r&+ 1141 l,(O,T)xRiJ 
+ llbll m,(O,T)x(m”nm) + lW2ll m,(O,TJ 
The result follows. 1 
LEMMA 3.4. Suppose 0 < T< co. Let (n + 2)/(n + 1) Q 6 < (n + 2)/n. 
Then there exists L, > 0 dependent upon 6 and 11 g211 C~CD,,, such that 
Ilull s,(0,T)xRz~L2. 
Proof Suppose (n + 2)/(n + 1) < 6 < (n +2)/n. Set p = 6/(6 - 1). Then 
(n + 2)/2 < p < n + 2. Also, if a=p(n+2)/(((p-l)n+2)+p) then 
p(n + 2)/(n + 2 -p) = ~/(a - 1) and 1 <a < (n + 2)/(n + 1). Thus, if we 
choose t =O, s= T, a=p(n+2)/((p-l)(n+2)+p) and q=2 in 
Lemma 3.2, then Lemma 3.1 guarantees the hypotheses of Lemma 3.2. 
That is, 
Ilull s,(0,T)xRz~LCI14A ~k,n,+ llaz,(o,T,.n, 
+ II4 33,(0,T)x(aR”naR)+ 1I~2~Lo.(0,.,1~ 
Consequently, the result follows from Lemma 3.3. 1 
We are now in a position to prove Proposition 1. 
Proof of Proposition 1. Let k E FV. We claim that there exists Lk+ 1 > 0 
dependent won k and II gk + 1 II c~(o,,) such that II4 ((” + 1 )/ny,(O, Tj x Rk+z G 
L k + I . The claim is true for k = 1 from Lemma 3.4. Inductively, suppose the 
claim holds for k = h and consider k = h + 1. Note that if 1 < p < (n + 2)/2 
then pn/(n + 1 - p) < p(n + 2)/(n + 2 - p). Furthermore, note that if 
a > (n + 2)/(n + 1) and p satisfies pn/(n + 1 - p) = a/(a - l), then 1 < p < 
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(n + 2)/2. Now, set a = ((n + 1)/n)“. Suppose p satisfies pn/(n + 1 - p) = 
u/(a - 1). Then we easily verify that p/( p - 1) = ((n + 1 )/n)k. Now choose 
r = 0, s = T, and q = k + 1 in Lemma 3.2. Then Lemma 3.1 and the induc- 
tion hypothesis guarantee the hypotheses of Lemma 3.2. Consequently, 
the result of Lemma 3.2, the induction hypothesis, and Holder’s inequality 
give the claim for k = h + 1. Induction gives the claim for all k E N. 
Proposition 1 follows. 1 
We now consider the case T= CO. 
Proof of Proposition 2. Let (ti> 2 1 be a sequence of real numbers such 
that i- 1 < tic i and IIu(ti, .)II,,oO< IIuII~,(~-~,~)~~,, for all iE FU First, let 
16 6 < (n + 2)/(n + 1). Then similarly to the proof of Lemma 3.3 we obtain 
lb4 6,(1,,1,+2)xR,~~LCIl~(~i, *)llI,f%~+ llUl11,(t,,r,+2)xR~ 
+ llbll m,(t,,r,+2)x (m”nm) + IlMlII m,(r,ti+2J 
for all ie N, where L depends upon 6 and II g, II c2~ao), and is independent 
of i. Thus, there exists K> 0 such that II ~11 d,(t,,+ i)x R, < K for all t 2 0, 
and if IIWt~-NI,ara~~nan, M2(f), I141,~,,,+l~xR~~-+0 as t-+a then 
IMI a,(r,r+ljxn,-‘O’as t--co. Now suppose (n+2)/(n+1)<6<(n+2)/n. 
Proceeding as in the proof of Lemma 3.4 we set p = 6/(6 - 1). 
Then (n + 2)/2 < p < n + 2. Also, if a = ~(n + 2)/( (p - l)(n + 2) + p) then 
~(n + 2)/(n + 2 - p) = a/(a - 1) and 1 < a < (n + 2)/(n + 1). Hence, from the 
above there exists a sequence of real numbers { ti} y= 1 such that i = 1 < ti c i 
and IIU(ti, .)II a,C21 6 IIUIIa,(i-~,i)xR* Then similar to the proof of Lemma 3.4 
we obtain 
lb4 d,(r,,l,+2)xRz~LLCIIU(ti, ‘)llo,R1+ llUIla,(t,,t,+2)xR1 
+ llbll oa,(l,,1,+2)x(dR"ndSa)+ II~21lm,(r,,r,+2J 
with L dependent upon 6 and II g,II c2c00j, and independent of i. Thus, 
there exists K> 0 such that for all t 2 0, Ilull s,(t, I+ i) x R1 < K and if 
Ilht, . III m awnmy Mdfh I141,~,,,+l~xRw+0 as I-+ 00 then I141~,~,,t+~~x~2 
+ 0 as ; + co. We can now proceed inductively as in the proof of 
Proposition 1, employing the time sequencing as above, to obtain our 
result. 1 
4. EXTENSIONS OF PROPOSITIONS 1 AND 2, 
SUP-NORM RESULTS, AND FURTHER APPLICATIONS 
We begin this section by commenting on the extension of Propositions 1 
and 2 to the case where (S2) is replaced by a Neumann-type boundary 
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inequality. Actually, (S2) could be replaced with any boundary restriction 
which could interface with a modification of (3.1) in the duality argument 
for Lemma 3.2. For example, if 
g=diA for all i = 1, . . . . m (4.1) 
with di > 0 constant and (S2) is replaced by 
(S2’) If da’ n aQ = 0 then an” n %2 = 0, and if dQ’ n &I # @ then 
for all k E { 1, . . . . m} there exists b, E C(W+ x (aa” n 6X2), R! +) such that 
auk/arl d bk on (0, T) x (au’ n acq, 
then (3.1) can be modified as 
4, = 4 A4 + 4 T<t<T+s,xEBo 
a4iaq = 0, T<t<T+S,XEa&, (4.2) 
4 =o, t=T, XEi& 
and we still obtain our results. We state this extension of Propositions 1 
and 2 below. 
PROPOSITION 3. Zf z is given by (4.1) and (S2)’ replaces (S2) then the 
results of Propositions 1 and 2 still hold. 
To obtain sup-norm results for semilinear parabolic systems, we employ 
a standard interior estimate result for scalar equations. Let fi G R” be a 
bounded domain, lying locally on one side of its C2+a boundary, such that 
Q2’, 52 given in Section 2 satisfy fi G G?, dist(O’, sZ\b) > 0, and afi n dQ = @ 
if XYnaQ=@., Let O<T,<T,<T,, l<q<co, and kE{l,...,m} and 
suppose I+G E W:‘(( T,, T2) x 0) satisfies 
lClt==%$+g3 T,<t<T,,x& (4.3) 
LEMMA 4.1. There exists a constant C independent of g and + such that 
Furthermore, if I/u$(/.~.,(,+ Xsj, //cf/l,(,+ X~,bK then C can be chosen 
dependent only upon a, K, q, T, - T,, T, - T,,, d, and dist(Q’, Q\h). 
Proof of Lemma 4. Ladyienskaja et al. [ll, p. 3553 comment that the 
first portion of this lemma can be obtained analogously to their 
Theorem 10.1, p. 351. This is indeed the case, and hence we omit the 
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straightforward, tedious proof. For the second portion of the lemma, the 
bounds on a:, cf and the modulus of continuity of ai give the result. 1 
Remarks. If $ satisfies (for example) a$/aq + yrc/ = /3 on (T,, TJ x 
(afi n 8Q) then the term 111(/l\ w:-~/zq.z-~/s((Tg,T2)x cannanj can be replaced by 
lIpI w~-1/2+1/4 ((TO,7.2)xcafinaQ,,. 
We now apply Propositions 1, 2, 3, and Lemma 4.1 to obtain sup-norm 
results for solutions of certain semilinear parabolic systems. We first 
consider an extension of (1.2) (1.3). Suppose Q is bounded and vl, v2 
satisfy 
“,,=dl~“1+al”l+b,“*--c(x)f(“,,“,), t>o,xEQ 
v,,=d,A~,+~,v,+b,~,+c(x)f(~,, v2h t>o,xEQ 
(4.4) 
“1=B,,“z=B2, t>o,xEm (4.5) 
“1 = “lo, “2 = “zo, t=o, XEQ, (4.6) 
where d,,d,>O; b,,u,aO; u,,b,E[W; CEC’(Q,[-l,l]); f is locally 
Lipschitz and nonnegative with j(O, z) = 0, j(z, 0) =0 for z 20; and 
j?i, p2, vlo, u2,, are smooth, nonnegative, and satisfy the usual compatability 
conditions. Then standard results guarantee that (4.4k(4.6) has a unique 
classical, nonnegative, noncontinuable solution on [0, T,,,) x 0. We first 
show that we can obtain a priori bounds for this solution in L’((0, T) x 9). 
If fil = /I2 = 0 then we easily obtain 
f s, (VI+ ~2) dx G s, [(a, + ~2) “I+ (b, + b2) 021 dx. 
Consequently, if A4 = llulo + uzoll ,R and y=max{(u,+u,),(b,+b,)} then 
Ilv,(t, .) + v2(t, .)II l,D G Me )“. In the case where /3,, fi2 are not identically 
zero, we can still obtain estimates. If we set w(t, x) = (l/d) jh(d, uI(s, x) + 
d,v,(s, x)) ds where d= max{d,, d,} then w satisfies 
w,<dAw+v,,+u,,+ 
d 
min{d,, d2} w 
on (0, T,,,) x Sz 
w=~f~(dia,(s,x)+d2B2(.P,X))ds on (0, T,,,) x X2 (4.7) 
wro on (0) x 0. 
Hence, maximum principles yield a growth rate on w and consequently we 
obtain L’((0, T) x a) a priori bounds for v, and v2. Now, let 
G?, = {x 1 c(x)>O} and suppose Q+ # 0. Then 52, is open. Now let 
Q’c a+ be a domain such that dist(Q’, Q\Q+) > 0. Then clearly (4.4) 
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satisfies a Total Summing Condition with respect to vi, v2 and S’. The 
following propositions give sup-norm estimates for v, and v2 on Q’. In 
order to obtain these estimates we need the following assumption: 
there exist L, a, E 3 0 such that lf( y, z)l d L( y + z + E)~ for all y, z > 0. 
(4.8) 
PROPOSITION 4. Zf T,,, -C 00 then there exists K > 0 such that 
llv, + VA co, (0, T,,,& x R' < K' 
PROPOSITION 5. Suppose T,,,= co and f11=f12=0. If max{(a,+a,), 
(h+b2)l =O then ll~l+dOO,~O,ca~xR~~ -CD. Vmax{(~I+~2)~ (b+UI ~0 
and E = 0 then Ilv,(t, .) + v,(t, .)I[ ao,R, + 0 as t -+ 00. 
Remark. One can actually show that the decay rate in Proposition 5 is 
exponential. 
Proof of Proposition 4. Since dist(U, Q\Q + ) > 0 there exists a domain 
d E R + with a smooth boundary such that s’t lies locally on one side of 
86, dist(fi, sZ\Q+ ) > 0, and dist(L?‘, Q\d) > 0. Consequently, we easily 
obtain that (4.4) satisfies a Total Summing Condition with respect to 
ui, v2 and s”. Thus, from Proposition 1 and the L’ estimates above, 
II4 + 0211 p,(O, Tm,,,J x n < cc for all 1 < p < co. If we now apply Lemma 4.1 
with k=l, Yl=dd,A, $=vI, and g=a,v, +blv2-cf(vI, v2) then we 
obtain llvl II w;~c(s, T, ,J x n,j < co where 0 < 6 < r,,,,, and 1 c q -C 00. By 
choosing q sufficiently large and applying the Sobolev Imbedding theorem, 
we obtain a sup-norm bound for vi. The result for u2 is similar. [ 
Proof of Proposition 5. The result follows from the L’ estimates 
obtained above and an argument similar to the proof of Proposition 4 
given on time intervals (T- 6, T+ 1) as T+ a. 1 
We remark that if di A is replaced by the more general x. in (4.4) and 
fli E jZ E 0 then we still obtain L’ a priori estimates as above. However, if 
/3i and /?* are not identically zero then it is not clear whether a priori 
estimates can be obtained in general. In the special case of 
g= di(t, x) A + i cf(t, x) &, 
I= I / 
it is shown in Fitzgibbon, Morgan, and Waggoner [S] that L2((0, T) x l2) 
a priori bounds can be obtained for a large class of systems containing 
(4.4~(4.6). Consequently, in these cases, extended versions to Proposi- 
tions 4 and 5 are possible. 
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We also remark that if we consider the given system (4.4)-(4.6) with 
(4.5) replaced by 
t>O,x~cK?, i= I,2 (4.9) 
with yi > 0 and smooth, then L’ a priori bounds can be obtained as above, 
and analogous results to Propositions 4 and 5 can be given. 
We now consider a large class of systems containing (4.4), (4.5), (4.6) 
and fitting naturally into the framework of Section 2. Let Q be possibly 
unbounded and for i= 1, . . . . m let Fi: R, x 0 x R” + IR” be continuous. 
Suppose that for all iE { 1, . . . . m}, M;E IF! is connected with 0~ Mi, 
M=M,x ... xM,, and v=(v~)EC~,~((O, T)xQ,M)nC([O,T)xD,M) 
satisfies 
uk, = &vk + r;,( ‘. ‘, v), on (0, T)xQ 
(4.10) 
t&=0, on (0, T) x aa. 
In addition suppose that for all ie { 1, . . . . m} there exist hie C2(Mi, R,) 
such that 
(i) hi(z) = 0 iff z = 0, 
(ii) hi’(z) 2 0 for all z E Mi, and 
(iii) there exist Li E R! and L, E L’((0, T) x a) such that 
m 
1 h:(Zi) Fi(t, 4 Z) 
i=l 
6 Ll i hi(zi) + L2(f, X) forall (t,x,z)~[O, T]xQxM. 
i=l 
Such structures have been applied extensively in [3-5, 14, 15). The 
function C;! i h,(z,) has been termed a separable generalized Lyapunov 
function for the vector field F= (Fk). Typically, this function has the form 
x7?= i zi (in which case Mic R, for all i) or CT= i z;, but can have other 
forms as well (cf. Groger [6, 73). Also, there exists a class of reaction-diffu- 
sion systems modelling an autocatalytic reaction for which infinitely many 
structures of this form exist for the given reaction vector field (cf. [ 15)). 
Now, suppose that we multiply the kth partial differential equation in 
(4.10) by h;r(Vk) and Set U,=h,(V,), fk =/Z;(Q) r;,( ., ., U). Then U= (ak) 
satisfies for each k E ( 1, . . . . m} 
uk,G-%k”k+fk, on (0, T)xQ 
uk=o, on (0, T) x asz (4.11) 
uk>.o, on (0, T) x 52. 
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If we now have u,(O, -) E L’(Q) and integration by parts is permissible then 
we obtain 
udh x) dx < L, j- f u,(t,x)dx+j L2(f,x)dx. 
*k=l R 
Consequently, L’ a priori bounds can-be obtained for each uk. Thus, if 
there exists a domain Q’ c $2 for which (4.11) is Totally Summable with 
respect o uk and s2’ then we can obtain Lp((O, 7’) x d) estimates for each 
uk where (4.11) is also Totally Summable with respect to uk and d and 
dist(Q’, Q\d) > 0. Returning to (4.10) we may apply Lemma 4.1 along with 
conditions such as 
and h,(u,) = cli UT’ to obtain sup-norm bounds for the unknowns u,, . . . . V, 
on 8’. If the Total Summing Condition holds on any subdomain of Q, then 
such results can be used to extend results in [14, 151 to unbounded 
domains. We remark that in this case condition (S3) is a special case of the 
intermediate sum condition given in [ 14, 15) for systems with g = di A on 
bounded domains. 
We should also say that nonhomogeneous as well as other types of 
boundary conditions can appear in (4.10) so long as a priori estimates can 
be obtained and these boundary conditions can interact with the operators 
yk in the duality arguments from Section 3. 
Finally, the L’ estimates obtained above for (4.10) still hold if zk is 
degenerate lliptic. Consequently, the results in this work can be used to 
obtain estimates for solutions on domains “away from” the degeneracies. 
We conclude this section by demonstrating how our theory can be 
applied to obtain global existence for a one dimensional flame propagation 
model. Recently several authors have considered the model (e.g., 
Larrouturou [12], Avrin [2]) 
e,=e,,+.ny> a t>O,xER 
Y,=dY,,-f(Y, Oh t>O,xER 
qt, -co)=O, e(t, co)= 1, t>0 (4.12) 
Y(t, -co)= 1, Y(t, oo)=O, t>o 
w, X) = e,(x), ~(0, -4 = row, XER, 
where d> 0, f is nonnegative and locally Lipschitz, f(0, z) = 0 and 
If(w, z)l < L,(w + z)~ for all (w, Z)E IF!:, and the initial data 8,,, Y, are 
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bounded and nonnegative. Here 6 and Y represent nondimensionalized 
temperature and mass fraction of the reactant, respectively, and d= L-’ 
where L is the Lewis number. We do not concern ourselves with the techni- 
calities of local existence, but rather assume local existence of a non- 
negative classical solution on a time interval (0, T,,,,,) and obtain bounds 
which can typically be used to obtain global existence. With this in mind 
we set M= Ileo + Yell oo, d,,, =max{l,d} and w(t,x)=J~(8(~,x)+ 
dY(s, x)) ds for all (t, x) E [0, T,,,) x OX Then w satisfies 
w, < d,,, dw + M, f>O,XElR 
w(t, - co) = dt, w(f, CO) = t, t>o (4.13) 
w(0, x) = 0, XER. 
Hence, w(t, x) < (M+ d,,,)t for all (t, x) E (0, T,,,) x R. Now, let n be an 
integer. Then 
I 
Is 
n+3 
(e+ Y)dxds<Kt 
0 n-3 
with K independent of n. Furthermore, (4.12) clearly satisfies (after 
reordering the equations) a total summing condition with respect to Y, 8 
and (n - 2, n + 2) independent of n. Consequently, (assuming T,,, < co) we 
obtain ll0ll p,(O,Tm,)x(n-2,n+2) II YII P.(0,Tmax)~(n-22,n+2)’ <K, with Kp inde- 
pendent of n from Proposition 1 for all 1 < p < co. Therefore, if we use 
the polynomial growth restriction of f given above along with 
d = (n - 2, n + 2) and Q’ = (n - 1, n + 1) in Lemma 4.1, then we can obtain 
independent of n for all 1 < q < 00. By taking q sufficiently large we will be 
guaranteed sufficient bounds and smoothness to guarantee continuation of 
solutions. 
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